INSITU is an ongoing project that oscillates between
drawing out of and into a site. Its premise is intuitive: our
whole is greater than the sum of places; places we have
found and have yet to find; places which are parts of our
awareness, our identity; our personal truth for whom we
search for.
In some way, INSITU identifies with the archaeological
agenda of discovering bits and pieces to complete an
awaiting corpus. Here, a team of artists who physically
survey a site would later put together an assemblage,
inevitably not of the site but of their offering as informed
and framed by the site.
Each installment of INSITU involves a site, a team and
a celebration; meaning it is a project that uses the
metaphor of the site to exhibit an exuberant and
highly personal vision, albeit a collective one, in the
artist’s works as presented in each publication; meaning
this is not to be mistaken for a documentary. There is no
conflict here between artists rigorously tugging at every
thread of life upon a chosen location, aggregating its
facts and its fictions, with every installment’s highly
idiosyncratic outcome.
INSITU is conceived to work in three parts - process,
publication and performance:
process means to be physically present in a site,
to direct it as corporeal stimulus
publication means to make something; a material
offering. It takes form as an object and printed matter
performance, an in-person event taking place corporeally,
specifies publication as starting point

The Process of (Un)learning
After seven years being based in Bali exploring materials, textures, techniques and crafts,
and focusing on work for our design studio and workshop, we were ready to look to Bali again,
and start the process of learning and getting to know Bali all over again. For us, the process of
learning is an everyday adventure, as well as a great indulgence, one that is both driven by our
love for design, as well as the passion to experience something new, something that can touch
us and add meaning to our being.
Bali has been very successful in re-making itself. Throughout the decades, designers from all
over the world come to Bali to get inspired and create their version of Bali. We have visited
countless resorts, villas, restaurants and bars which are inspired by the Balinese lifestyle,
architecture, culture and the people of Bali. We are now ‘looking back’ in time, to the Bali AGA
– The ‘Original’ Bali… and our learning starts from here.
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